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Scalp Tattoo or Hair Tattoo is a New Treatment For Hair Loss

SMP Scalp Hair Tattoo is now being recognized as the new, permanent solution to hair loss or thinning
hair for Men and Women. Scalp Esthetica are the leaders in the industry in Toronto, and have teamed up
with the global leaders - Scalp Aesthetics.
TORONTO - Oct. 8, 2015 - PRLog -- Hair Loss Treatment is a procedure that is painless and does not
require surgery at all. All the artist does is injecting color or pigment in the epidermis using a needle.
Norma tattoo requires the artist to use a thicker needle and the color or pigment is injected deeper in the
skin. The tattooing piercing procedure is very painful and sometimes blood may come out of the victim’s
skin. The color used in Scalp Micropigmentation retains color for a long time, while that of the normal
tattooing fades out much faster. The only similarity between Hair Loss Treatment and normal tattoo is
that in the two procedures, color is injected into the skin by making use of a needle. The pigments used by
Scalp Esthetica artists is natural, it is iron oxide free, and does not fade or turn green or blue with time.
Scalp Esthetica is not a normal tattoo company, and does not make use of tattoo pigments or equipments.
Scalp Esthetica is a Hair tattoo company, so you need not worry as you decide to contact them for a Hair
Loss Treatment procedure. Once Hair Tattoo has been carried out on your scalp, the result is natural and
sometimes invisible. Numerous people have been to us for the SMP treatment and it is quite difficult to
find out. We carry out the Hair Tattoo procedure professionally, and the results are realized immediately.
Your head will look like it has just been shaved, and is full of hair follicles. If you are having the SMP
treatment carried out due to thin hair or bald spots, your scalp will look like hair has increased dramatically.
This procedure of Hair Tattoo that we offer is a great non-surgical option for Hair Loss Treatment and
other scalp issues. Contact us for a SMP procedure that is done professionally to last for a long period of
time. You can also carry out the procedure over a period of time if you wish to change the hair color.
If you have scars on your scalps, you do not need to worry, visit our offices for an assessment that is carried
out free of charge. After carrying out the assessment, we will let you know what you need to have Hair
Loss Treatment carried out by our experienced artists. We work with your type of hair and the extent of
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your baldness without worrying about your age or skin type. Scalp Micropigmentation helps you by
creating a hair density and fullness and offers you an appearance of a head that is full of hair. You do not
need to wear hats to conceal your baldness once you visit our offices for a Hair Treatment procedure. We
are known for carrying out professional SMP services at a cost that is pocket friendly, and numerous people
are in a position to afford.
Scalp Esthetica are the leaders in the industry for SMP Scalp Hair Tattoo treatments and have teamed up
with the global leaders in the industry, Scalp Aesthetics. Scalp Esthetics pride themselves in being able to
help Men and Women of all ages, skin color and skin types, with any type of hair loss or thinning hair,
increase their self confidence, self esteem and body image.
Visit www.scalpesthetica.com for more information about Scalp Hair Tattoo treatments or call them at
647-967-7546 or email them at info@scalpesthetica.com to book your FREE consultation and scalp
evaluation.
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Scalp Esthetica, 1 Eglinton Ave East, Toronto,
On
info@scalpesthetica.com
647-967-7546
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